Good day all.
For the month of July 2019 we had six incidents in all. Two break-ins, one vehicle
theft, one incident of vehicle theft and two armed incidents.
This year’s July compared to the same time last year:

Crime significantly down from this time last year. It seems that Magnolia Dell
remains a problem also parking a vehicle outside still a risky situation.

Comparison of total incidents during the years we have been keeping track of
incidents:

As always, keep safe and vigilant this month. Report suspicious people or activities to
Interactive security, ADT or SAPS. Report any incidents to
incidents@muckleneukhill.co.za even if you might think it insignificant; report it in
any case and we will investigate further.
Regards
Alfie Barnard
Incident Manager MHSI.

DATE
01/07/
2019

08/07/
2019

AREA
TYPE
ORMONDE Break-in:
STREET
attempted

DESCRIPTION
Beam at gate was triggerd and residents
checked the camera's. Three BM were trying to
open the gate behind which are motor bikes
parked. The resident then asked over the
intercom what they were doing and they fled
immeditely. In Sibelius there was a getaway
vehicle waiting.
ORMONDE Street
Domestic, on the way to work got robbed in
STREET
mugging/violence the neighbourhood. Description was given and
direction he moved to, but security could not
find the suspect.

11/07/
2019

DOUGALL
STREET

Break-in:
attempted

12/07/
2019

Magnolia
Dell Park

Robbery:
confirmed

15/07/
2019

SIBELIUS
STREET

Cable/manhole
cover related

20/07/
2019

SMITH
STREET

Theft of vehicle

Beams went off. Dogs out and barked in the
yard. Residents saw guy running away. Later
on the camera's was seen that he came from
Justuce Mahomed street,on foot and alone,
climbed over the fence, tried to get into the
house somewhere and after the dogs got out he
ran away and escaped via railway station.
Footprints were found. On CCTV he looked
accurate in his movements. Was using a
torch/cellphone torch to check the lawn.
A man was stabbed and robbed in Magnolia
Dell, in the area near the dam. The restaurant
was asked for help..Management phoned
Interactive Security, who responded to the call,
but the criminals could not be found. The park
lights, and the lights along Florence Ribeiro
street, are still out of order.His partner
apparently had also run to a police vehicle,
which was parked in the parking lot, to ask for
help, but the police simply drove away.. No
further info available
Cable teft reported
Resident received visitor. Car (Toyota Etios,
silver) parked outside the drive way. Husband
heard car alarm going off and saw 3 BM
driving off with the Etios + get away car. He
managed to follow them to Attridgeville and
with the help of the police, het got the car
back.

